
Tape measure Drill ScrewdriverHammerPencil

Recommended Installation Tools(as shown below)

Live

Earth

Neutral

black Brown & red & black

BIue Yellow green & green

     white Blue & black & white 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ.
Unpack and inspect the product for any damage. If you find damage,do not install. 

Contact your place of purchase. If you need assistance or have questions installing 
your mirror, please call our customer service department at 718-366-1966. 

We recommend consulting a professional if you are unfamiliar with the installation 
of bathroom fixtures. We recommend all electrical connections to be completed by a 

licensed professional.

Sofia Medicine Cabinets accepts no liability for any damage to the mirror or wall or 
for personal injury during installation. 

Switch off the power,and then use a

terminal block to connect the

three-core exposed wires

with those reserved on the wall

1. During operation,never put hard or sharp materials directly against the mirror surface,or otherwise,it may result 
damage to the glass. Never place mirror surface face down. 
2. Unpack the mirror and check the box thoroughly for all hardware and loose parts. 
3. During operation,never forcibly pull out the power plug to turn off the product,or otherwise,electric elements 
within the product may be damaged.
4. This mirror is for indoor use only. Observe all local electrical and building codes.
5. DANGER: RISK OF ELECRIC SHOCK. Disconnect power before any installation of this item. 
6. Level and mark holes on wall for installation. Locate studs and drill four holes. If no studs are available, 
utilize wall anchors. 
7. Use only a damp cloth to clean mirror. Ammonia or vinegar-based cleansers will damage this product. A 50/50 
solution of water and isopropyl alcohol is recommended for cleaning this product. When applying, remember to spray 
or wet the cloth, not the mirror itself or surrounding surfaces. Do not use abrasive cleansers on any part of mirror 
or assembly. Doing so may result in damage to the same. 

① Touch Switch

②

Anti-fog

x 4 

x 4 

1. Switch on the power,then press the "①" to test the product.

2. Dimmable: Turn on the switch,then hold/press① to adjust the light.

3. Color Temperature: Turn on the switch,press① again to change the color 
temperature
4. Anti-fog: Press ② to control the anti-fog

ROUND LED WALL MIRROR - INSTALLATION SHEET
SMC 6060

MODEL NO. ELI 2424 OP




